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COMING SOON 
 

It is time to look at what to expect in the coming days.  Yes, Christmas was just here, and what a 

wonderful season that is and was.  But the event about to happen is extraordinary too:  the Lord’s 

dramatic return to collect his believers.  It will and is all happening now in your lifetime. 

 

Here then is a quick summary.  Expect to see these steps fulfilled.  Depending on the precise timing of 

that return, believers may get to see a few of the initial points there or none at all because they will be 

gone.  I expect the truth is they will see none at all.  Others will see all these points if they are able to 

stay alive during this difficult period. 

• Imminent is the return of the Lord to collect his believers.  Today.  Next week.  Soon.  Really soon. 

• Looking at purely earthly matters, in coming days Israel will be pressured more and more by the US and 

other world governments, most of whom – maybe all of whom - know nothing of what is really going on.  

The pressure is for Israel to stop fighting and to enter into a peace agreement. 

• Eventually Israel will come to a cease fire. 

• Someone will step forward to negotiate a peace agreement with Israel and the neighboring countries.   

Maybe even more countries.   

• A peace agreement will be signed.  This signing is the beginning of the seven-year Tribulation.  The 

individual leading this signing is the antichrist.  (Daniel 9:27) 

• All the above happens very soon.   

• Early in the seven-year Tribulation Russia, Turkey, and Iran lead a group of countries in attacking Israel, 

but God clearly and obviously destroys the attackers… another step for God to demonstrate to people 

who he is and hopefully to wake up the lost.  (Ezekiel 38-39) 

• Two witnesses – perhaps Elijah and Moses – show up in Jerusalem and preach the gospel message for 3 

and a half years of the Tribulation.  (Revelation 11) 

• The antichrist sets himself up in the temple, proclaims himself to be God, puts an end to sacrifice and 

offering at the midpoint of the Tribulation, and more.  (Daniel 9:27; 2 Thessalonians 2:4) 

• At the end of the Tribulation Jesus leads a force of his Holy Ones, angels and believers, to come against 

all those arrayed against him at Armageddon.  (Revelation 19) 

• Jesus wins that battle point blank by the sword coming from his mouth, the WORD.  All military 

members arrayed against him are killed.  The antichrist and the false prophet are thrown into the lake of 

fire.  The devil is locked in a deep pit.  (Revelation 19 and 20) 

• The government of the Kingdom of God is established in Jerusalem.  Jesus’ believers rule with him, as he 

has said would happen.  (Revelation 20) 

• And the millennium begins. 
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There still remains an opportunity for those left behind after Jesus collects his believers to come to Jesus 

and to be in the Kingdom of God.  That can indeed happen during the Tribulation.  But if they hope to 

do this, they must never worship the antichrist nor the image of the antichrist.  And they can never take 

the mark he and his false prophet assistant force on the world if anyone wants to buy and sell, to 

participate in the world economy. 

Today, right now, in all things KEEP YOUR EYES ON JESUS. He is your Lord, your King, your High 

Priest, your truth.  When you get right down to it, nothing really matters but Jesus and your relationship 

with him. 

 

WHY ARE SO MANY AMERICANS SO SILENT TODAY? 
Why indeed?  And why are so many church pastors and churches in general so silent?  Why are more 

not speaking up loudly and boldly against all the sinful, evil actions taking place all around and against 

the terribly harmful policies of the national government and the state and local governments in many 

places.  Where is everyone? 

 

Some time back I wrote of a time another minister and I had lunch in a restaurant and talked about why 

Americans don’t speak up.  As we were walking out, an older woman at a nearby table turned to us and 

said, “I’ll tell you why.  It’s because they are scared.”  I think she is right.  But still, why so afraid to 

speak up?   

  

The list of terrible, immoral, evil things happening in our day is almost endless.  I have written about 

them frequently and I hope by now you surely know what is happening.  Such things as: 

• Teaching of deviant sexual behavior to young children in schools.  Teachers and officials hiding the 

transitioning of young children from one sex to another from their parents. 

• The ever growing influence of the LGBTQ movement.  Homosexual behavior is an abomination to God. 

• The wanton, random unanswered violence on the streets with the lack of enforcement of basic laws in 

many areas, the terrible woke/cancel culture movements attacking the basic value of free speech, the 

brainwashed far left groups of society demonstrating vociferously for irrational causes, and so much 

more.  You know all that by now. 

All of these many terrible things are part of an orchestrated overall effort to bring society and the US 

down to a much lower level such that it will eventually be willing to join the one-world government that 

the UN and World Economic Forum and others are working towards, the government the antichrist will 

lead. 

 

Now, I know we are in the last days and all the general deception and confusion and mayhem we see 

daily is to be expected.  This is the time right before the Lord comes to collect his believers.  But that 

does not excuse you and me from representing the Lord wherever we are.  Every day we should ask the 

Holy Spirit to orchestrate our day, to arrange all encounters God would have us have.  Right until his 

return we can still be helping God lead others to Jesus.  And we can be standing up for Jesus wherever 

we are. 
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Make sure those who know you would answer with a strong affirmation if they were asked if you were a 

believer in Jesus.  Don’t keep that a secret.  What does it matter what others around you in society think 

of you?  The answer is of course nothing.  It doesn’t matter.   That is where many pastors and 

mainstream churches have fallen over the spiritual cliff, trying to be popular with all when that all 

includes many people with terrible immoral views and behaviors. 

   

No one escapes the judgement of God, not even believers.  Fortunately, believers know they will be in 

heaven.  God’s rewards – yes, there are rewards – will no doubt be given out based on the behavior of 

each of us since we came to know the Lord. 

 

All these people going around committing mayhem and violence, engaging in terrible immoral 

behaviors, leading Christ’s little children astray, confusing the population as to what is right and what is 

wrong, and so much more will indeed someday face God’s judgement and receive their just reward. 

 

UPDATE ON VIDEOS REACHING THE WORLD FOR JESUS 
Our short videos in our THE IMMINENT RETURN OF JESUS series continued last month to reach great 

numbers for Jesus.  This has been a most thrilling time to see so many in so many places come to the video posts 

about Jesus, about salvation, and about his return. 

 

This of course has not gone forward without all sorts of attacks from the evil side…from personal attacks to 

physical issues at our home to what appeared at one time to be a devasting attack on our X (formerly Twitter) 

computer files and so on.  But in Jesus we have stood firm with the great assistance of prayer from many partners, 

and this has all gone forward. 

 

As the number watching increased, the attacks too increased.  The week before Christmas we had two dramatic 

moments – one involved the sudden disappearance from X (Twitter) of all our files – videos and other posts in the 

wee hours of the morning!  We prayed and worked on this, ordering all evil spirits away, and suddenly with 

guidance from the Lord they all came back on again!  Two days later our oven started smoking seriously for no 

discernable reason as Cathy baked some Christmas pies.  We turned everything off and shut down the electric 

power to the oven.  The repairman came, and miraculously he found there was no problem at all.    Of course, we 

had been praying and casting out evil.  One person working with us on this, upon hearing there was no problem to 

be found, said simply I think this was just divine involvement.  She was right. 

 

Over and over, we have been attacked by minor short term physical issues which we fight back and win in Jesus.  

And in all this, hundreds of thousands have come to the video postings.  As of the last week in December, 

830,000 had come from many nations, with many hundreds of thousands of those actually watching, thousands 

sending us their “likes,” and many reposting a video on their own social media for their own followers. 

 

Now the latest attack is the most discouraging, and I am now thinking about what to do as we go forward.  Off 

and on in all this, even with all the new freedom at X, their staff or others in countries where we were advancing 

the videos have suddenly caused a video to be stopped completely.  We have discovered for example since the 

outbreak of violence in Israel on October 7 that mention of Israel in prophecy, especially that the millennium 

government of the Kingdom will be set up in Jerusalem, gets the video stopped.  Similarly there are certain 

buzzwords like homosexual that if mentioned will apparently get a video stopped.  So X still is not totally free. 
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There is more we could write but that is sufficient to indicate the battles we have faced on an ongoing basis.  In all 

this, up to now, God’s word and truths are getting out to hundreds of thousands, and for that we praise God.  It is 

amazing.   

 

Thankfully, all these videos also remain grouped together on YOUTUBE on our channel there and anyone can see 

them all with no interference.  Just go to YOUTUBE and search for John Newlin Ministries/@Dare To Believe 

TV. Look for The Imminent Return of Jesus series in the playlists. 

 

NEWS FROM KENYA:  Thomas and Ann back home 
Yes, they and all their family and all the orphans in the orphanage are back home, busily cleaning up and getting 

all going again at their home, orphanage, farm, and brick-making work.  Please pray for strength and energy for 

them in this arduous task, as well as protection and provision.  Of course their church and all its members were 

impacted by the flood as well. 

 

LAST MOMENT OBSERVATIONS 
You all have all our writings and the many videos and television programs, the book, the CDs, and so 

much more.  You should know where we are and what is happening.  Don’t be misled or confused by 

the massive deception all around in government, media, and even in some of the churches.  Jesus did 

warn us all to watch that we not be deceived, and we must do that.   

 

God’s word is still true.  Jesus’ teachings are all true.  People are still receiving divine healing.  Miracles 

still happen.  And the Lord is returning so very soon. 

 

And the mass of humanity is lost, lost, lost.  Any truths you can share with any of those lost is always 

God’s work.  Just make sure you have the leadership of the Holy Spirit in all you say and do, and that 

you put on and use God’s protection always.  Go to our return resources page on the website for a great 

number of information sources, get a copy of our book WAKE UP AMERICA! JESUS IS COMING 

SOON (We will send one copy free to anyone requesting it for themselves or someone else.), watch our 

videos on the return, read past newsletters and go to the blog to read other past writings.  And stay 

focused on the Lord. 

 
JESUS IS COMING VERY VERY SOON!  YOUR LIFE, YOUR 

FUTURE, YOUR HOPE IS ALL ABOUT JESUS… AND YOUR 
RELATIONSHIP WITH HIM 

 
May you live in the blessings of God always.  

 
John  
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